JAZZ SERIES Vibrant, Full Color RGB Systems

JAZZ LITE RGB SYSTEM COMPONENTS

**RGB Controller**
- US1421
- US1521 (Optional)

**RGB Modules**
- US1520
- US1520B

**Data Repeater**
- US1423

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

12 Volt P/S

- RGB CONTROLLER
  - US1421/US1521

12 Volt P/S

- RGB Modules
  - US1520/US1520B

- Data Repeater
  - US1423

extends data signals up to 60 RGB modules.

- RGB Modules
  - US1520/US1520B

60 RGB modules

SYSTEM FEATURES

RGB mini controller US1421 controls up to 20 RGB modules. RGB Lite Controller with remote US1521 controls up to 60 RGB modules. A data repeater is added to extend the data signal to another 60 RGB modules.

RGB controller US1421 / US1521 sends data signals to the entire RGB system, and not the individual modules. To address individual or a string of modules, you need our advance RGB systems: JAZZ Standard or JAZZ Ultra.

US1421 (RGB mini controller) comes with 6 pre-programmed color changing effects.

Us1521 (RGB Lite controller) comes with 16 fixed colors and 4 changing color effects. Remote key pad is included which provides additional adjustment for brightness and color changing speed.

Program customization not available for JAZZ Lite RGB system.